ALLIANCE FOR MOSKITIA’S DEVELOPMENT

Government / Indigenous organizations / international cooperation drive sustainable development on the dimensions:

- Economic
- Social
- Environmental

On the basis of a:

PLATFORM OF MOSKITIA’S TERRITORIAL GOVERNANCE

Space for dialogue, transparency, accountability and full participation of the indigenous people and Afro-Honduran that generates:

- Institutional strengthening
- Conflict prevention and mitigation

PROJECT: “BUILDING AND CONSOLIDATING NATIONAL CAPACITIES FOR CONFLICT PREVENTION IN HONDURAS”

CAPACITY BUILDING

for dialogue facilitation and mediation processes

NATIONAL LEVEL
22 State officers

REGIONAL LEVEL
22 indigenous leaders and local institutions from La Moskitia

LOCAL LEVEL
80 community leaders from Auka, Mocorón, Wampisirpi, Patuca, Ahuás and Típi build mediation capacities

SUPPORT TO MECHANISMS

For conflict prevention/ resolution

Conflict Prevention Team created at the National Commission for Human Rights in Honduras (Ombudsman)

Mediators Network created to facilitate dialogue, mediate and advice indigenous organizations and their territories

Conflict Resolution Committees established in Wampisirpi, Mocorón and Patuca

FURTHER STEPS:

- Train new actors and strengthen skills and abilities developed
- Accompaniment and strengthen conflict prevention/resolution mechanisms

PROJECT: “Building and consolidating national capacities for conflict prevention in Honduras”

INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: KEY TO CONFLICT PREVENTION